
Mitosis and Your Health Quiz         Student ID:  !     ! !        Per: !  Date: !                 
(Chapters 10.1, 10.2 and 40.4)                   !

! ! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! ! !
! 10. The region where two sister chromatids are attached to 

one another is called the: !
A. spindle                   C. chromatin    !
B. centromere             D. centriole!

12. The purpose of the mitotic spindle is to!
A. separate the cytoplasm into two separate cells!
B. separate the chromosomes evenly between the  
       daughter cells!
C. attach sister chromatids together with one another!
D. assemble and disassemble the nuclear envelope!

13. Formation and organization of the mitotic spindle is 
controlled by the!
A. chromatids                     C. chromatin    !
B. centromeres                   D. centrioles!

14. In plant cells, cytokinesis involves formation of the !
A. mitotic spindle               C.  cell plate!
B. sister chromatids           D. all of these!

15. Carbon monoxide poisoning prevents your cells from 
getting!
A. glucose   B. nutrients   C. carbon dioxide   D. oxygen           !

16. What metal was found in gasoline for many years that 
causes damage to the liver, kidneys, and nervous 
system?!
A. lead     B. mercury     C. iron     D. silver           !

17. Cancer is caused by mutations in genes that!
A. tell the cell how to do its everyday job!
B. regulate cell growth and division!
C. help white blood cells fight off infections!
D. form the cell membrane!

18. Cancerous tumors are made of __________ cells that 
can spread to other parts of the body. !
A. benign     B.  malignant     C. prokaryotic    D. dead!

19. Chemical compounds that can are known to cause cancer 
are called!
A. toxins     B. vaccines     C. chemos     D. carcinogens!

20. In the United States, cigarette smoking is responsible for 
nearly ______ of the cancers that occur.!
A. 10%        B. 25%        C. 50%        D. 75%               !

21. Which of the following can cause mutations that lead to 
cancer?!
A. carcinogens     C. copying errors during DNA replication!
B. radiation           D. all of these!

22. According to your textbook, on average, the survival rate 
for cancers that are detected early is __________.!
A. 35%        B. 55%        C. 75%        D. 90%               !

1. Adults are larger than children because!
A. adult bodies have larger cells than children!
B. adult bodies have smaller cells than children!
C. adults bodies have more cells than children!
D. adult bodies have fewer cells than children !

2. Reproduction by mitosis is a type of _________ reproduction: !
A. sexual                          C. prokaryotic!
B. asexual                        D. bacterial!

3. After a human cell divides, the DNA of the daughter cells: !
A. is identical to the parent DNA except for random mutations         !
B. includes 92 chromosomes, the same as the parent cell!
C. is half as much as the parent cell had!
D. includes only the genes the new cells will need to do their jobs!

4. Human cells have _______ chromosomes before DNA 
replication.!
A. 10        B. 22          C.  46        D.  92!

5. The image at right shows a cell that       !
        has just replicated its DNA. This cell is !
        in which phase?!

A. mitosis             C. interphase!
B. cytokinesis       D. prophase!

6. The DNA of this cell is relaxed and spread out. It is known as:   !
A. chromatids     B. chromatin    C. centromere     D. centriole!

7. Which of the cells in the images below is in cytokinesis?  
(Circle ALL that apply, even if there is more than one) 
 

1       2      3      4      5!

8. Which of the cells in the images below is in mitosis?  
(Circle ALL that apply, even if there is more than one) 
 

1       2      3      4      5!

9. Which of the cells in the images below is in interphase?  
(Circle ALL that apply, even if there is more than one) 
 

1       2      3      4      5!

Please circle the best answer for each question. Read each question carefully.


